We present a new method for time-efficient and accurate extraction of the power spectrum from future cosmic microwave background (CMB) maps based on properties of peaks and troughs of the Gaussian CMB sky. We construct a statistic describing their angular clustering -analogously to galaxies, the 2-point angular correlation function, ξ ν (θ). We show that for increasing peak threshold, ν, the ξ ν (θ) is strongly amplified and becomes measurable for ν ≥1 on angular scales ≤ 10 o . Its amplitude at every scale depends uniquely on the CMB temperature correlation function, C(θ), and thus the measured ξ ν can be uniquely inverted to obtain C(θ) and its Legendre transform, the power spectrum of the CMB field. Because in this method the CMB power spectrum is deduced from high peaks/troughs of the CMB field, the procedure takes only [f (ν)] 2 N 2 operations where f (ν) is the fraction of pixels with |δT | ≥ ν standard deviations in the map of N pixels and is e.g. 0.045 and 0.01 for ν=2 and 2.5 respectively. We develop theoretical formalism for the method and show with detailed simulations that it allows to determine very accurately the CMB power spectrum from the upcoming CMB maps in only ∼ (10 −4 − 10 −3 ) × N 2 operations.
geometry of the Universe, whereas the amplitude of the second (and higher) peaks depends sensitively on other cosmological parameters, such as the baryon density, re-ionization epoch, etc.
The recent balloon-borne measurements with the BOOMERANG and MAXIMA experiments (de Bernardis et al., 2000 , Mauskopf et al 2000 , Hanany et al., 2000 strongly imply a flat cosmological model because the first Doppler peak occurs at l ≃ 200 (Kamionkowski, Spergel & Sugiyama 1994 , Melchiori et al 2000 . On the other hand, the absence of noticeable second Doppler peak around l ≃450-500 is surprising as, within the framework of the CDM models, this would require baryon density larger than the standard big-bang nucleosynthesis (BBNS) predictions (Jaffe et al 2001) .
A major challenge to understanding these and future measurements is to find an efficient algorithm that can reduce the enormous datasets with N ≃10 5 pixels in balloon experiments to ≃3 × 10 6 for MAP band with the 0.2 deg beam (at 90 GHz) to ≃10 8 for the Planck HFI data. (For comparison the COBE DMR data analysis was based on only 4,144 pixels). Traditional methods require inverting the covariance matrix and need ∼N 3 operations making them impossible for the current generation of computers. Thus alternatives have been developed for estimating the CMB multipoles from Gaussian sky: Tegmark (1997) proposed a least variance method that yields C l 's directly from the temperature map, while Oh, Spergel & Hinshaw (1999) solve the maximal likelihood iteratively. Both approaches require O(N 2 ) operations. Bond et al. (2000) and Wandelt et al (2001) concentrate on the statistics of C l 's, once the temperature MAP has been Fourier transformed. Szapudi et al. (2000) propose to compute C l 's from the correlation function C(θ), in O(N 2 ) operations without assuming Gaussian CMB sky.
In this letter we suggest a novel, accurate and time-efficient method for computing the angular power of the CMB temperature field from datasets with large N using the properties of the peaks (and troughs) of the CMB field. The peaks will be much fewer in number than N , but they will be strongly clustered. In Sec. 2 we construct a statistic describing their angular clustering -the 2-point angular correlation function ξ in analogy to the galaxy correlation function (Peebles 1980) , i.e. the excess probability of finding two peaks at a given separation angle.
We show that this correlation function is strongly amplified over the scales of interest (<10 o ) and should be measurable. The amplitude of ξ for a given peak threshold |δT | ≥ νσ would be uniquely related to the correlation function of the temperature field C = δT ( x)δT ( x + θ) . The measurement of ξ can then be uniquely inverted to obtain the underlying C and its Fourier transform, the power spectrum C l . This can be achieved in just [f (ν)] 2 N 2 operations, where f (ν) is the fraction of pixels with |δT | ≥ νσ and is e.g. 4.5-1% for ν=2-2.5. In Sec. 3 we present concrete numerical simulations for the MAP 90GHz channel in order to estimate cosmic variance, sampling uncertainties, instrumental noise etc. We show that with this method the CMB power spectrum is recovered to accuracy comparable to or better than by other existing methods but in a significantly smaller number of operations. On an UltraSparc II 450 MGhz processor the entire sky map with 0.2 deg angular resolution can be analyzed and C l 's recovered in only 15 mins and 2.25 hours CPU time for ν =2.5 and 2.1 respectively.
Method
For Gaussian ensemble of N data points (e.g. pixels) describing the CMB data δT ≡ T − T one expects to find a fraction f (ν) =erfc(ν/ √ 2) with |δT | ≥ νσ, where σ 2 = (δT ) 2 is the variance of the field and erfc is the complementary error function. For example, f (ν) = (4.5, 1, 0.1) × 10 −2 for ν = (2, 2.5, 3) respectively. The joint probability density of finding two pixels within dδ 1,2 of δ 1,2 and separated by the angular distance θ can be written as:
where C is the covariance matrix of the temperature field. We model the covariance matrix in (1) as
, where δ ij is the Kronecker delta and C 0 ≡ C(0) + σ 2 n ; σ n is the noise contribution. We assume that the noise is diagonal, the entire CMB sky is Gaussian and the cosmological signal whose power spectrum we seek is contained in C(θ) = (2l + 1)C l P l (cos θ)/4π.
The total dispersion of the temperature field is then σ = C(0) + σ 2 n It is well known by now that the distribution of peaks of a Gaussian field should be highly clustered (Rice 1954 , Kaiser 1984 , Jensen & Szalay 1986 , Kashlinsky 1987 . The angular clustering of such regions can be characterized by the 2-point correlation function, describing the excess probability of finding two events at the given separation. I.e. the probability of simultaneously finding two temperature excursions with |δT | ≥ νσ in small solid angles dw 1,2 is dP 12 ∝ (1 + ξ)dw 1 dw 2 . Mathematically the correlation function of such regions is then given by:
The numerator follows from considering contributions from correlations between δ 1 , δ 2 in regions
The factor of 2 in the denominator comes because we consider both peaks and troughs with |δ| ≥ νσ.
In order to evaluate (2) directly, we expand exp (1) and use the fact that (Jensen & Szalay 1987 , Kashlinsky 1991 . Because
Substituting (3) into (2) allows to expand ξ ν (θ) into the Hermite polynomials,
, to obtain:
with:
where it was defined
. Thus at each angular scale the value of ξ ν for every ν is determined uniquely by C at the same angular scale. (Peebles 1980) , the value of ξ can be determined quite accurately in non-linear to quasi-linear regime. At the same time, as the left panel in Fig.1 shows, over this range of scales the amplitude of ξ ν changes very rapidly with C making possible a stable inversion procedure to obtain C(θ) from given ξ ν .
This therefore suggests the following procedure to determine the power spectrum of CMB in only ≃ f 2 (ν)N 2 operations:
• Determine the variance of the CMB temperature, C 0 , from the data in N operations;
• Then choose sufficiently high value of ν when f (ν) is small but at the same time enough pixels are left in the map for robust measurement of ξ ν (θ);
• Finally, given the fixed values of (C 0 , ν) solve equation
and from it C l .
One can also relate the temperature peak correlation C ν (θ) = δT ν ( x)δT ν ( x + θ) to the underlying C(θ) and C l . However, on sub-degree scales it turns out to be much less sensitive to C(θ) resulting in a significantly less stable inversion procedure. We defer detailed discussion of this to a forthcoming paper (Hernández-Monteagudo, Kashlinsky et al, in preparation).
Numerical results and applications
In order to apply the proposed method in practice and to estimate the cosmic variance, sampling and other uncertainties, we ran numerical simulations with parameters corresponding to the MAP 90 GHz channel. The CMB sky was simulated using HEALPix (Górski et al 1998) software with N side =512 and Gaussian beam with FWHM=0.21 deg for the SCDM and ΛCDM models. To this we added Gaussian white noise with the rms of 35µK per 0.3 o × 3 o pixel (Hinshaw 2000) . We assumed that the foreground contribution at 90 GHz can be subtracted to within a negligible term. Having fixed ν and determined C 0 from the map we now solve the equation
with respect to C(θ) with A ν given by eq.(5) and determine C(θ) at each of the roots of l=800
Legendre polynomial. In the final step the multipoles were determined by direct Gauss-Legendre integration of C l =2π C(θ)P l (cos θ) sin θdθ. At θ>10 o , where ξ ν is very small and hard to determine (see Fig.1c ), our recovered C(θ) has larger uncertainties. Because we are interested in high l multipoles the recovered correlation function C(θ) was further tapered above 15 o . (At l of interest the results are insensitive to details of tapering). To process one universe model with this method takes 2.25 hour CPU time for ν=2.1 on an Ultra SPARC II 450 MHz processor ULTRA 60
Sun workstation running a Solaris 2.6 Fortran 77 SC4.2 compiler and 16 minutes for ν=2.5. This is consistent with the t CPU ∝[f (ν)] 2 scaling, and the number of operations required is 1.2×10 −3 N 2 and 1.5×10 −4 N 2 for ν=2.1 and 2.5 respectively. To check the statistical uncertainties in the determination of C l 's we ran 700 simulations for ν=2.5 and 350 simulations for ν=2.1. Fig. 3 shows the results of the numerical simulations for SCDM model with the instrument noise of the MAP 90 GHz channel. The distribution of the multipoles determined from the simulated maps in this method is shown in Fig. 3a ,b for l=200 (the first Doppler peak), l=350
(the first trough) and l=475 (the second Doppler peak for SCDM model). The best-fit Gaussians are shown with smooth lines; these fit the histograms rather well for high l. The 68% confidence limits on C l 's are very close to the dispersion of the best-fit Gaussians shown and the 95% limits are roughly twice as wide for all l's as would be the case for approximately Gaussian distributions. Fig. 3c shows C(θ) determined by our method from one realization for ν=2.1 (solid line) and ν=2.5 (dashes). Dotted line shows the theoretical C(θ)= (2l + 1)C l P l (cos θ)/4π with SCDM values of C l 's. The C(θ) determined with our method is within 5% of the theoretical value. This uncertainty is within the cosmic variance of small-scale C(θ) from low-l contribution (predominantly quadrupole) which is ∼ 500µK 2 (Bennett et al 1996 , Hinshaw et al 1996 .
Finally, Fig. 3d shows our determination of the CMB power spectrum from the synthesized SCDM maps. Solid line shows the theoretical (input) spectrum. The filled diamonds and crosses show the power spectrum determined with the peaks method for ν=2.1 and 2.5 respectively. The spectrum was band-averaged into ∆l=50 wide bins and the symbols are plotted at the central bin value +/-5 for ν=2.5/2.1 respectively to enable clearer display. We checked that the multipoles at the the different l-bins are not correlated. The shown uncertainties correspond to the dispersion from the Gaussian fits to the distributions and are very close to the 68% error bars which are approximately half the 95% errors. The figure shows that we can determine the power spectrum of the CMB very accurately with this method. In fact, for the 90 GHz MAP channel, with this method for ν=2.1 we recover the power spectrum with variance only <15% larger than the cosmic variance out to l=500-600, the range of scales accessible to the MAP beam. (Note that because we simulated the two-year noise of the MAP 90 GHz channel, our assumed noise levels are ∼100µK
per 7 arcminute pixel with the FWHM=12.6 arcmin beam, approximately twice that assumed in Szapudi et al, 2000 with the FWHM=10 arcmin beam).
Conclusions
We presented a new, accurate and time efficient method for recovering the power spectrum from Gaussian CMB maps. We have shown that for peaks and troughs of such temperature field, their angular 2-point correlation function would be strongly amplified with increasing threshold ν and would be measurable. Because its amplitude at a given angular scale depends on the amplitude of the temperature correlation function, C, at the same scale, the former is then inverted to obtain the power spectrum of the CMB. The method requires [f (ν)N ] 2 ≪ N 2 operations. For balloon experiments it would work for ν ∼ 1 − 1.5 or in (10 −1 − 10 −2 )N 2 operations, for MAP highest resolution with ∼ 3 × 10 6 pixels it can work at ν ≃ 2 − 2.5 or in (2 × 10 −3 − 1.5 × 10 −4 )N 2 operations and for higher resolution maps, such as Planck HFI maps, still higher ν can be used leading to accurate results in < 10 −4 N 2 operations. We demonstrated with simulations that for the two-year noise levels for MAP 90GHz channel with this method we can recover the CMB multipoles with ν = 2.1, or in 1.2 × 10 −3 N 2 operations, out to l ≃ 600 with uncertainty only a few percent larger than the cosmic variance. In this paper we assumed a diagonal noise covariance matrix, but the method can be straightforwardly generalised to another Gaussian noise provided its covariance matrix is known. Because here we work with the correlation functions, our method is immune to geometrical masking effects e.g. from Galactic cut and other holes in the maps. (4,5) for SCDM and ΛCDM respectively. 
